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Have you ever wondered how planes fly? Though it is rather complicated,            
the first glider was built by two brothers that didn’t even go to college.              
Through a lot of time, people, and refinement, airplanes are now used            
almost worldwide. Airplanes have become something that helped change         
the world. 
 
First of all, the first controllable lighter-than-air flyer was built by the Wright             
brothers in 1903. They were fascinated by flight because of a toy helicopter             
they dad gave them. Planes were originally made with double-decked          
wings and propellers, but now with normal wings and jet engines. Because            
of its rapid improvements and ease of use, over 50% of Americans have             
already flown. 
 
As you probably know, weight is the effect of gravity. The wings, when             
pointed partially upwards, have higher air pressure above than below it,           
creating lift. By the air pressure being that way, the low air pressure pushes              
on the plane wings. It is easier to go through high air pressure than low air                
pressure, so it does. Current planes averagely have enough lift to carry            
about 175,000 Lbs, including the weight of the plane, but the lift has to              
overcome the weight of the plane to get it to go up. 
 
Something that also has to overcome weight is thrust. Thrust can be            
created by a propeller, in older planes, or by an engine pushing out hot              
gases. Thrust is the force that greatly impacts speed, but so does drag.             
Drag is mostly created by the air pushing against the plane and slows the              
plane down. Because of this, planes have to be built aerodynamically, but            
even so, average planes can reach speeds of 550 mph. 
 
Planes overall have made transportation between areas, especially across         
oceans, much easier, and more of different kinds of people all around the             
world. Without planes, there wouldn’t be as many different kinds of people            
all around the world. I think that planes have changed the world and will              
continue to change the world. 


